
Highlight the word were in these sentences.

 
      We were tired.

  There were two cakes.

  Were you busy today?

  The sheep were lost.

Trace the word were. 
 

Find and circle the word were.

Add the word were to these sentences.

 

I wish you                     here.

Where                      you going?

All of the dogs                          barking.

Clap the word were.

Finish off the word were.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: were 

Write the letters from the 
word were inside the boxes.

where
we

was

where

where
were

was we where

was
where was

where there

were
were
were

     we                 re

        e                  r   

                            



Highlight the word what in  
these sentences.

 
“What do you want for dinner?” 

asked Dad.

Did you see what made the noise?

What did you ask Santa to bring you?

Trace the word what. 
 

Find and circle the word what.

Add the word what to these sentences.
 

I don’t know               to wear.

“              is a volcano?” asked Eleanor.

Try it out and see               it is like.

Clap the word what

Finish off the word what. 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: what

Write the letters from 
the word what inside  
the boxes.

      wh               at

       h          a  

what
what
what

                            

want

when
want

when
want

when
want

when

when
what



Add the word when to these sentences.

 

It was 8 o’clock                 we left for school.

                they got off the plane, it was getting late.

Put up your hood                 it is raining.

Highlight the word when in  
these sentences. 

“When would you like to go?” asked Ali.

Do you know when he is coming?

I love it when we get extra playtime.

Trace the word when. 
 

Find and circle the word when. Clap the word when.

Finish off the word when. 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: when

Write the letters from 
the word when inside  

the boxes.

what
what

hen

hen

hen

want

hen
what

want
when

want
        wh                   en

            h                 e   

when
when
when

                            



Add the word will to these sentences.

 

“Dinner                be ready soon!” called Gran.

               you feed my cats for me?

She                get there in time if she runs quickly.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: will
Highlight the word will in  

these sentences. 

“Will you come to my party?” 
asked Callum.

When will it be lunchtime?

Will we see any dolphins in the sea?

Trace the word will. 
 

Find and circle the word will. Clap the word will.

Finish off the word will. 

Now write the full word.
Write the letters from 
the word will inside  

the boxes.

ill

well

wall

wall

well

well
well will
ill
wall ill

        wi                   ll

            i                 l   

will
will
will

                            



Add the word with to these sentences.

 

Rachel played                 her friends at the park.

Alina looked up                 a huge smile on her face.

I went to the airport                 my family.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: with
Highlight the word with in  

these sentences. 

“Is Betty with you?” asked Emma.

Gran covered my cut with a plaster.

Fiona wiped the plate with a cloth. 

Trace the word with. 
 

Find and circle the word with. Clap the word with.

Finish off the word with. 

Now write the full word.
Write the letters from 
the word with inside  

the boxes.

wash

wash

wash

wit

witch

wit
wash with

wit
witch wash

        wi                   th

            i                 t   

with
with
with

                            



Highlight the word you in these sentences.

 

   Thank you very much.

  Was it you?

  Do you like cheese?

  You are my friend.

Find and circle the word you.

Add the word you to these sentences.

 

       Are                   happy?

                 are a good cook.

Have                     fed the cat?

Clap the word you.

Finish off the word you.

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: you

Write the letters from the 
word you inside the boxes.

you

our
up

yet

our

yet

up up

yet

our

Trace the word you. 
 you

you
you

       yo         ou

      y              u

                     

up yet

our
our

yet up


